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Road map

Internationalisation of euro is important
Euro-area financial market integration and 
development underlie euro’s international role
Growing presence of euro in the markets
But threats to euro-area stability in international 
financial system
And euro area has had little say in the 
international financial architecture debate
Policies: ECB and Euro Group should take 
opportunity to develop a serious counterweight 
to US and dollar in international financial system



The first five years

Easily passed dangers of legal challenges, 
speculative attack, technical problems of 
changeover to single monetary policy
Monetary policy itself often criticised, but hard 
to fault seriously, actually less restrictive than 
what Buba would have done – and inflation 
somewhat above 2% limit
Very poor communication with the markets –
but no undue volatility resulting from that, 
either in interest rates or in exchange rates



Internationalisation of the euro -
does it matter?

Portes & Rey, Economic Policy, 1998: ‘The 
Emergence of the Euro as an International Currency’
currency hegemony gives political power
economic implications 
- ‘unconstrained’ balance of payments financing

seigniorage
the ‘interest-free loan’: 0.1% of GDP p.a.
the ‘liquidity premium’: 0.1% of GDP p.a.

efficiency benefits: 0.2% of GDP p.a.
unleashing the capital markets
the transition: the euro/dollar exchange rate



An international euro?

a country’s government imposes its currency
but the markets choose the international 
currency
there are ‘network externalities’ in currency 
use (usefulness of a currency increases with 
numbers using it) and transaction costs fall 
with volumes
so there are alternative feasible scenarios 
(e.g., European and American technical 
standards for mobile phones)
and history matters...



Determinants
If equally credible central banks: financial market 
size, integration and liquidity are main determinants
efficient financial system (low transactions costs) 
attracts capital inflows, raises liquidity of home 
forex markets, increases use of home currency as 
forex vehicle 
vehicle status makes forex market more liquid, 
reduces costs of portfolio substitution, raises 
turnover in home financial assets and FX, cuts 
transaction costs further…
financial (bond, forex) markets vehicle currency

intervention currency reserve holding
invoicing 



The euro in the markets

National currencies ‘driven out’ very quickly
Major progress in European financial market 
integration (esp. money markets, securities 
markets)
Goods and services: euro invoicing up substantially
Euro share of international reserve holdings up 
from 14 % to 20 % (more for non-OECD countries)
Use as a vehicle currency up, though dollar still 
dominant
Liquidity and spreads for euro transactions better 
than for DM



Euro gaining importance as a 
trading currency

Source: ECB, Review of the 
International Role of the 
Euro, December 2002



Euro as an invoicing currency

Source: ECB Monthly Bulletin, Nov. 2003



Composition of international reserves:
euro’s share rising slowly

US dollar

Japanese yen

Pound sterling

Swiss franc

Euro

End-year. Source: IMF Annual Report, September 2004



Dollar still dominant in FX markets…

6.16.1CHF

16.913.2GBP

20.322.7JPY

37.237.6EUR

88.790.3USD

20042001

Currency shares in FX trades

Source: BIS Triennial FX Market Survey press release (global market), 
September 2004. Each trade is counted twice.



+ 51 %- 18 %GLOBAL VOLUME

+ 117 %- 33 %CHF/DEM-EUR
+ 70 %+ 23 %JPY/DEM-EUR
+ 42 %+ 22 %USD/DEM-EUR

+ 37 %- 28 %USD/CHF
+ 28  %- 10 %USD/JPY

2004/20012001/1998

…but euro is most dynamic 
currency in FX market growth

Source: BIS Triennial FX Market Survey press release (global market), 
September 2004



Use of euro in securities markets

Use of euro as an investment currency 
(portfolio holdings of euro-denominated 
assets) not up much – investors wary 
because of depreciation (!)
But euro as a currency of securities issuance 
took off dramatically from the outset and is 
on a par with the dollar
Underlying this is considerable progress in 
integration of euro-area securities markets –
both government bonds and equities



Share of euro in international money 
market instruments rising to equal dollar

Source: V Gaspar, ‘Financial integration and the international role of the euro’, 
February 2004.



Euro approaching dollar’s share of 
international debt markets

Source: A. Geis et al., The International Role of the Euro, Occasional Paper no. 18, ECB, July 
2004.



Systemic issues

Decentralised supervision and regulation may 
raise euro-area vulnerability to systemic risk
Can we be satisfied with institutional framework 
for dealing with external threats to stability 
(emerging market crises, ‘hard landing’ for 
dollar)?
Little evidence of capacity for monetary or 
exchange-rate policy coordination
US CA deficit 5% of GDP, net debt 30% of GDP 
– if a dollar crash, what happens to euro? And 
to role of euro in international system?



Global imbalances: growing US debt

Source: P-O Gourinchas and H. Rey, ‘International Financial Adjustment’, 
at www.princeton.edu/~hrey



Euro and international 
financial architecture

Euro area (and EU overall) has little role in 
dealing operationally with financial crises –
that’s reserved to US, although European 
contribution to packages is just as big
Euro area has had only minor influence on 
‘architecture debate’

- exchange rate regimes
- capital market liberalisation
- codes and standards
- Financial Stability Forum

- orderly workouts
- PSI – rules v. discretion
- roles of IMF and WB



No will yet to challenge the 
hegemon

No clear perception of Euro-area responsibility
Little reliance of policy-makers and private sector on 
research community in policy debate – contrast 
Washington
ECB leaders avoid these issues – ECB ‘neutrality’
Only a few EU member states engage with them – and 
one of these is not in euro area
National responses reflect national political concerns –
no vision of European interests and role in global 
financial system 
But the world’s second monetary area is not merely a 
central bank



Policies 

Promote internationalisation of the euro
Accelerate integration of euro capital markets
Strengthen their regulatory framework
Let CEECs and others ‘euroise’ if they like
Promote central bank portfolio rebalancing
Give ‘Euro Group’ a clear role in international 
financial policy
Launch fundamental debate on financial 
globalisation and euro-area role in it
A serious counterweight to the US might make 
the ‘architecture debate’ more fruitful


